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ByersKia.com

Byers Kia
5342 Columbus Pike
Lewis Center, OH 43035
(740) 201-5550
ByersKia.com

2008 Sportage

Now $17,846*

• 10 year/100,000-mile limited powertrain warranty*
• 5-year/60,000-mile limited basic
warranty
• 5-year/100,000-mile anti perforation
warranty
• 5-year/60,000-mile 24-hour roadside
assistance

2008 Optima Lx

+TTL

MSRP $19,830

MSRP $18,475

Now $15,998*

+TTL

2008 Spectra EX

2008 Sedona LX

Now $14,595*

+TTL

MSRP $16,980

Now $21,993*

+TTL

MSRP $25,620

J.D.
POWER
& ASSOCIATES

Award Winner 2007
*Warranty is a limited powertrain warranty. For details, see retailer or go to kia.com. All sale prices include all available rebates to dealer,
plus tax, title, & license. Offer valid on in stock vehicles only. KIA is a registered trademark of the KIA MOTORS Corporation.
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C THIS MONTH

AUTOMOTIVE ‘08

from the editor

editor@columbusmag.com

Automatic

I

n our monthly “Ride 23” section, we’ve
always brought you the hottest whips
in this city, owned by some of the most
ardent automotive enthusiasts. We’ve never
cared to shine a light on exaggerated lease
owners; we have, however, been climbing a
referral ladder that leads directly to the most
passionate, and often private, auto freaks
who truly love their rides. These individuals
removed the governors from their thrillseeking engines long ago. The toys they
crave to own and customize are insanely
cool, and we couldn’t help but become their
biggest fan.
This March issue continues our C Magazine
tradition of offering the auto industry in
Columbus a super-salient outlet to toot their
own horns and spread the word on what is
currently hot and what’ll be even hotter in
the future. Our special advertising pages
are sharp and informative, and our features
and interviews get in the fast lane with some
of Columbus’ biggest auto names. From
custom rim gods like Bryce Boley (Wheel
Medic Inc.) to one-of-a-kind car techs like
Stan Yates and Mark Boyd (Specialty Sports
Cars) to customer care gurus like John
Malishenko (Germain Lexus), we’ve got
it covered. Auto is a huge theme to cover
and we nailed it this issue, all the way down
to finding the city’s most wicked Mopar
made—Barry Boyles’ “sassy grass green”
1971 Hemi Cuda. Question that!

22

COVER
This month’s cover feature on Jorge Gurgel takes you inside the highly competitive and ultrabrutal world of ultimate fighting. Though he was born in Brazil, Gurgel developed an unrelenting
work ethic while studying abroad in the United States, and brings an undeniable self-confidence
into the ring for each fight.

09 SUITLESS

36 HOMEWORK

16 9 FOR $9

45

32

48 FINAL WORD

Gentlemen, start your engines! This
month’s roster includes Lexus General
Manager John Malishenko, Wheel Medic
Inc. head car surgeon Bryce Boley, and
two of the world’s luckiest mechanics
(especially if you like rare collector cars
and world championship racecars) in Stan
Yates and Mark Boyd.

The weather’s warming up and summer
is right around the corner. And while
proximity to summer always brings a smile
to our faces, nothing makes us smile more
than an affordable lunch packed with
flavor. To that end, check out this month’s
short list of 9 lunches for $9.

RESTAURANT FEATURE

There are many things to love about
Columbus, and Kobe Japanese
Steakhouse is another worthy addition
to that ever-growing list. It’s all too rare
that a meal becomes an experience to
remember, but that’s what Kobe serves up.

While buzzwords are currently all the
rage, this month we’ve found a buzz
phrase in “home automation.” Columbus’
luckiest homeowners are finding out how
affordable it can be to integrate lighting,
energy, temperature, security and home
entertainment into one easy-to-use system.
Take note-- the future is here!

RIDE 23

According to Barry Boyles, the 1970 and
1971 Hemi E Bodies are the most desirable
(and rarest) classic cars ever made. Check
out what Mopar collectors call the “Holy
Grail”: a 1971 Hemi Cuda painted in sassy
grass green, which signals it was one of
only three ever made.
Check in this month with Greg Nelson of
Nelson Auto Group, who is not only one of
the most successful car salesmen in Ohio,
but in the whole country! We couldn’t
think of any better way to close our 2008
Automotive Issue than to give him the
final word.

Additionally, this issue allowed us the
opportunity to pair our exclusive, full-access,
day-in-the-life cover feature on local UFC
phenom Jorge Gurgel and the current World
Champion, Anderson Silva. Needless to say,
this issue is a bit punchy.
Step back and enjoy.

Jason E. Ohlson
6 C The Columbus Magazine AUTOMOTIVE ColumbusMag.com
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Suitless
c what they do

Stepping Up
John Malishenko

With over 20 years of experience, John Malishenko knows that a gig
managing a Lexus dealership is about as good as it gets in the car
business. And considering Germain Lexus of Easton was recently
named one of 10 national 2007 Lexus Pursuit of Innovation Award
winners, it seems his gig is even better than most.
Upon learning that their old friend had left the industry in 2001, the
Germain family invited Malishenko to visit Columbus with a bit of
a hidden agenda. He remembers, “They took me over to the site of
their new location, and it was just an empty field. Steve turned to me
and said, ‘Why don’t you come run it?’ I’ve been here ever since.”
Malishenko’s award-winning innovation concept “1 Thing,” drew
inspiration from a speech given by Fast Company founding editor
Bill Taylor, in which businesses were urged to tap into the collective
intelligence of their customers. The dealership then turned its

Story | Michael Scott
Photography | Eric Wagner

customers into an advisory board of sorts by asking:
Story | “What
Kristenone
M. thing
Foley
Photography
| Eric Wagner
would you change about the Lexus experience?”
They ultimately
came up with a list of 8 changes that would switch the dealership’s
focus from selling cars to creating an experience. As Malishenko
puts it, “Are we just selling cars? What if we could make buying a
car so fun that people actually look forward to it, instead of dreading
it like the dentist?”
As for his take on innovation, Malishenko says, “A lot of people
think of innovation as a breakthrough, or a one-time event, even
though it’s not singular. There are a lot of different steps, and it must
be sustainable.” And as for the ongoing commitment to personalized
service, he’s the first to admit that there’s no such thing as one-sizefits-all customer service. “The danger [with personalization]” he
says, “is that once you know what your customers want, you better
give it to them!”
ColumbusMag.com AUTOMOTIVE C The Columbus Magazine 9
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We Do...

World Famous Restaurant und Sausage Haus
240 E. Kossuth St. • Columbus, Ohio 43206 • 614 444 6808
www.schmidthaus.com
schmidts.indd 1
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Clutch
Performers
Stan Yates and Mark Boyd

Story | Cary Smith
Photography | Eric Wagner

Within the walls of a modest brick building off the beaten path of
Broad Street in downtown Columbus lays an automotive treasure
chest, where rare Jaguars sit next to Porsches and Lamborghinis.
Stan
and co-owner
of Specialty
CarsSales
has had
A
boxYates,
is justfounder
a box, right?
Not to Jimi
Marshall,Sports
Regional
everything
worldGould
championship
racecars
to a workingman’s
Manager
forfrom
Stephen
Corporation,
the largest
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packaging
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organization
the United States.
dream car line
walls of hisingarage.
“If I handed you a corrugated box and told you to talk to me about it,
“Wewould
get to probably
work on cars
other
people
only get You
to read
about,”
you
talk that
for less
than
15 seconds.
would
say it’s
“We’ve
onpaper
the car
Rahal drove
when he
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it’sworked
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The
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more. I can talk for hours on it, but you would be bored to tears.”
Yates,
whoNo.
started
business
30 years ago,
always
had ahis
To
tears?
But the
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point?nearly
Yes. Marshall
definitely
knows
passion
for
cars
and
went
to
school
to
learn
about
the
technical
stuff, and he should, after spending 30 years with the company. side
He’s
of things.
After
at aBath
Roll’s
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with
suchworking
clients as
& Body
Johnny
Walker
Red
and Cadillac,
to create
from
together
with goodwhile
friendhelping
Mark Boyd
andeverything
the business
wascorrugated
born. “I
boxes to point-of-sale displays.

like to think that Stan looks at things from a technical perspective,
Story | Kristen M. Foley
whereas I look at things from an artistic perspective,
considering
my
Photography
| Eric Wagner
background in art from CCAD,” says Boyd. “I think we complement
each other well.”
“Although
the core product is the same,” reflects Marshall, “every
day is different because every customer has a different requirement.”
The dynamic duo built a reputation as the go-to-guys for rare cars
Stephen
Gould
operates
37 got
branches
the been
worldsitting
and
strictly by
worditself
of mouth.
They
cars tothroughout
purr that had
handles every aspect from creative to customized packaging design
in
a
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for
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with
no
hope—and
the
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they
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and production to fulfillment, warehousing and “Just-In-Time”
would leave
most
othersthe
in their
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like
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setupdust
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Unsurprisingly,
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continued to grow over the years.
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work onwe
anything
an square
MG that
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the
weekends
to
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one
in
one
hundred
racecar,”
says
Boyd.
“We
and collate them with products we manufacture, then shrink wrap,like
to make
automotive
come true.”
label
andColumbus’
recut the displays
and dreams
distribute.”
Just
another
box? Yeah,
For more
information
on right!
Specialty Sports Cars call 614-464-1173.
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SUITLESS

Straight
&
Narrow
Bryce Boley

Story | Cary Smith
Photography | Eric Wagner

One day while scanning over the classifieds, Bryce Boley saw
something that caught his eye—a wheel straightening business on
the north end of downtown that was on the market for a meager fee.
Already an accomplished mechanic, he saw a major opportunity in
the business and snatched it up with an eye on the future. “It’s been
five years since we took over the business,” says Boley. “We’ve
quadrupled our sales and moved into a bigger location.” Clearly,
Boley has a knack for straightening things out.

his love for automobiles back to working on them with his father
while growing up in Worthington. A 1934 Ford sitting in his massive
new garage at Wheel Medic Inc. is a testament to that. “We started
working on this car when I was a kid,” says Boley. “It’s about 85
percent restored. We need to finish the interior and just get a couple
of other things done… that is, when I can find the time between
Wheel Medic Inc. and everything else.”

Wheel Medic Inc., Boley’s aluminum wheel straightening and
restoration business, is one of the few operations of its kind in the
country. The company takes cars that have suffered from the potholes
and rugged winter-damaged streets of Columbus and gets them back
on the road, looking like they came straight from the factory.

The Chrome Exchange, a new partnership that Boley has entered into
with family in Cleveland, is a more inexpensive and environmental
way to chrome plate wheels. Boley believes the service will be
commonplace in a matter of years. “The way that chrome was being
done before was causing things like three-headed fish,” says Boley.
“Every car is going to have this in less than a decade.”

After a long background in the automotive industry, Boley still traces

For more information, check out www.theroundhouse.ws

ColumbusMag.com AUTOMOTIVE C The Columbus Magazine 13
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eddie georg

Eddie George’s Grille 27 is the hottest and most
exciting place to host any of your party needs.

We can accommodate any size group with all of
the best amenities, including 2 fully stocked bars
and almost 60 Flat Panel TV’s that are perfect for
watching your favorite sporting events or your own
video presentations. Not to mention, our AwardWinning Menu offers everything from burgers to our
27oz Porterhouse Steak.
Please contact our Sales Manager, Lauren Vogel, at
740-424-9000 for more information.

eddie george.indd 4
MAR08.AD TEMPLATE.indd 15
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Nine
for
$9
c your lunch

Rubino’s Pizza
2643 E. Main St. (614) 235-1700

If you’re in the mood for anything in red
sauce, find the fastest street-legal car you
can get your hands on and hightail it out
to Bexley. Rubino’s has been slathering
tomato over top of every imaginable noodle
for over fifty years; there’s no doubt they’ve
mastered it. Perhaps the tomato’s most
glorious manifestation is the traditional
Pepperoni Pizza ($9). One wonders how
a crust so thin, flakey and delicate can hold
all those toppings.

The Pepperoni Pizza for $9 at Rubino’s Pizza

Giuseppe’s Ritrovo
2268 E. Main St. (614) 235-4300

Beef Brisket Sandwich for $5.99 at Cook Shack BBQ

Cook Shack BBQ

4093 Trueman Blvd. (614) 777-1133

Unless you know Mill Run like the back of your hand, you may have some trouble
locating the Cook Shack within the maze of new buildings going up. But trust us on this
one: those extra few minutes of searching are worth it. You’ll know what we mean when
you exit your car in the parking lot and become completely immersed in the sweet smell
of barbecue sauce. And while we certainly wouldn’t fault you for overspending your
lunch allowance on some ribs, you might also try the Beef Brisket Sandwich ($5.99),
which is slow-smoked in hickory and oak for over 12 hours! The result is a full halfpound of juicy beef piled high on a sandwich bun.

Pistacia Vera

Bod

The Roma Panini for $6.50 at Guiseppe’s Ritrovo

Adriatico’s

265 W. 11th Ave. (614) 421-2300

541 S. 3rd St. (614) 220-9070

Although eating in restaurants has become
quite commonplace, it really should be
viewed as a treat. Luckily for you, at
Pistacia Vera (formerly Pistachio in the
Short North), it quite literally is. The
place has recently undergone the restaurant
equivalent of a total body makeover:
new location, new café seating and new
outdoor patio. The only thing that hasn’t
changed is their delicious selection of sweet
treats. Head over and check out their new
digs and while you’re at it, order the Key
Lime Chiboust, a Raspberry Rosewater
Macaron, a Brown Sugar Cardamom
Palmier and a cup of tea ($8.50).

The word “ritrovo” has many meanings
in Italian. Generally, it’s a place where
people come to eat and drink, a reunion
of friends, family and colleagues, or the
rediscovery of something lost. Regardless
of which definition you use, Giuseppe’s
fits the bill. Found at the doorstep of
Capital University in Bexley, the restaurant
specializes in upscale, yet affordable,
Italian dishes consisting mostly of panini,
pastas and pizzas/calzones. We tried the
Roma Panini ($6.50) and couldn’t have
been more pleased. The entrée consists
of fresh mozzarella, roma tomatoes, fresh
basil and olive oil, all sandwiched between
two pieces of perfectly grilled bread that
provide a very satisfying crunch.

Key Lime Chiboust at Pistacia Vera

ART FOR LIFE

Cardiologists are eager to wolf down
cheese-laden pizza-riffic delights from
Adriatico’s on a regular basis, that’s how
good it is. Hell, they’ve got “Best Pizza
in…” awards from 1996, 1997, 1998, 2001,
2002, 2003 and 2004. Their Zonis ($7.25),
which are a twisted hybrid of calzone
and stromboli, have also earned a notable
serving of return cravings now that the
general public’s become aware of the edible
bliss they create when they are dunked in
as much pizza sauce as possible. Once
enjoyed, it might be best to simply commit
your return visits to an alternating pizza/
zoni schedule to avoid the inevitable neverending debate as to which is better.

Adriatico’s Zonis for $7.25

Correction: Warehouse Cafe is located at 243 N. 5th St. in downtown Columbus. Their phone number is 614.224.3134

CATF Fundraiser
One of the leading art social
events in the city (and one of
the most coveted tickets) returns
May 10th. Art for Life is a
biannual fundraiser benefiting
the Columbus AIDS Task Force
(CATF); it’s raised nearly $4
million since its inception in
1989.
Those who attend know what a
unique and grand event Art for
Life is. It’s filled with glitz and
glamour, dignitaries and drag
queens, food and drink, and, most

of all, amazing art that has been
donated by local and national
artists to help support CATF
and the excellent programs and
services provided to the Greater
Columbus community.
This year, Art for Life calls a new
space home at the Columbus City
Center in downtown Columbus
and will feature a live and silent
auction with art from such
notable artists as Ron Arps and
Mac Worthington.

More Art to C >>>

16 C The Columbus Magazine AUTOMOTIVE ColumbusMag.com
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Experience

elegance

Desserts

quality

&pleasure

Elegance

Aladdin’s Gahanna
1307 Stoneridge Drive
614-472-2500

Aladdin’s Grandview
1423 Grandview Avenue
614-488-5565

Aladdin’s Clintonville
Aladdin’s Dublin
2931 N. High Street
6804 Perimeter Loop
614-262-2414
614-588-0330
Aladdin’s Bexley
2400 E. Main St.
614-586-1440

aladdins feb08.indd 5
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rolled into one at...
3884 Morse Rd
Columbus, OH 43219

(614) 428-8880
www.kobeohio.com
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THE ART EXCHANGE, LTD.
CORPORATE & PRIVATE ART CONSULTANTS
NEW SHORT NORTH LOCATION
17 EAST BRICKEL STREET, COLUMBUS, OH 43215
www.TheArtExchangeLtd.com
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949

Danny’s Deli
37 W. Broad St. (614) 469-7040

If you are one of those people who feel
compelled to surmount your lunch, then
Danny’s could present a bit of a snag for
you. Well, not everything at Danny’s, but
certainly the Jawbreaker sandwich. It is
the definition of insurmountable, with what
appears to be an entire steer’s worth of
corned beef on one sandwich. Fortunately,
it is some of the finest corned beef your
tongue will ever find, so consider making
several meals out of one sandwich. Or, get
a regular sized Chicken Salad Club with
Bacon ($6.50). All’s good either way.
Chicken Salad Club for $6.50 at Danny’s Deli

Jason’s Restaurant

Curried Chicken Salad back left for $8 at Bodega

50 W. Bridge St. (614) 718-1818

Bodega

No matter what time of day you choose
to stop in, the menu at Jason’s is sure to
leave you satisfied. Appetizers, soups and
As for dining, the Short North’s covered all the culinary bases, from steak to vegan to
sushi to pizza to burgers to dogs to smoothies to Mexican to…yeah, you get it. Well, one salads? Check. Italian and Asian-inspired
thing they only have one of is a boutique-ish, dress-up-or-down, good-for-lunch-or-dinner, selections? No problem. How about
50-beer-on-tap, killer-price-point restaurant/bar/carry-out. Bodega’s offerings emulate the steaks, chops and seafood? You got it.
On our most recent visit to their original
areas charm and sophistication without even the slightest dose of pretentiousness. Case
Dublin location (a second is opening
in point: the Curried Chicken Salad ($8) with walnuts and dried cherries on a bed of
later this summer in Worthington), we
mixed greens. The curry is legit, and when paired with the tandoori Chicken Tikka, it’s
ordered the Balsamic Grilled Chicken
the edible equal to a day off.
Sandwich ($8.95). This beautifullypresented dish comes marinated in fresh
herbs and balsamic vinaigrette, topped
with house-made oven dried tomatoes,
fresh mozzarella, basil aioli and served on
Foccacia bread.
1044 N. High St. (614) 299-9399

Balsamic Grilled Chicken Sandwich for ($8.95) at Jason’s Restaurant

Don’t see your favorite place?
if it’s less than nine bucks for a lunch...
email us: editor@columbusmag.com

Tip Top Kitchen & Cocktails
73 E. Gay St. (614) 221-8300

The first thing you see when you walk into Tip Top is their gigantic bar. And while they
are no doubt gaining a reputation for serving some mean cocktails, you should know their
food menu takes a backseat to nothing! The dish that floored us this month was their
Ham & Slaw Sandwich ($7.00), which is a simple name for the giant mound of grilled
honey ham smothered in melted Swiss, cole slaw and honey mustard. And as if that
wasn’t enough, the meal comes with a generous portion of sweet potato French fries and
oddly addictive dipping sauce. In other words, it was heaven for anyone who likes to eat.
Ham & Slaw sandwich from Tip Top Kitchen & Cocktail for $7.00

Homage to Henson
Avenue Q, the 2004 Tony Award winner for Best
Musical, Best Score and Best Book, makes a stop
at the Palace Theatre April 8th – 13th. Although
filled with a cast of people and puppets, this is
not your kids’ Sesame Street. It is, however, a
hilarious show full of humorous and catchy tunes
about trying to make it in NYC with big dreams
and a tiny bank account. Hey, even puppets got to
start somewhere!

Calling Casey Kasem
Last January, the Columbus Symphony Orchestra asked audiences to vote online
for the works they would most like to hear performed. The winning selections
are showcased in two special concerts comprising the first Classical Top 40
Festival. The performance on April 18 will include selections from Mozart’s
Requiem, Giuseppe Verdi’s Aida, Giacomo Puccini’s Madame Butterfly and Carl
Orff’s Carmina Burana. On April 20th, the show will include favorite works of
the Romantic and 20th century eras, including Aaron Copland’s Fanfare for the
Common Man, Bedrich Smetana’s “Moldau” from Ma Vlast and excerpts from
Stravinsky’s Firebird. Peter Stafford Wilson, Associate Conductor of the CSO,
will conduct all performances.

>>>

Fond Farewell
Riverdance, the thunderous celebration of Irish
music, song and dance that has entertained millions
of people around the globe will perform 8 farewell
performances at the Palace Theatre, April 15th –
20th. If it’s your first or fifth time witnessing this
phenomenon, make sure to make the final one the
best! Grab your shoes and let’s go!

Return of the Monk
On April 10th, TS Monk and Rachael
Price take the stage of the Southern
Theatre for a once-in-a-lifetime
performance. Son of jazz legend
Thelonius Monk, TS has carried on his
family’s musical heritage and now joins
forces with up-and-coming vocalist
Rachael Price. It’s a night of musical
genius that can’t be missed!
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We Offer the Following
Premium Services:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Certiﬁed

Certiﬁed

LCD/Plasma TV sales and installation
Home Theater Design and Installation
Home Theater Sound Proofing
Whole House Audio Distribution
Whole House Video Distribution
Security Systems and Monitoring
Home Automation (Control4): Lighting,
Security, Temperature & Home Theater
Control

Call to make an appointment for a
demonstration 614-453-2003
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5 times. Cauliflower ear corrected by plastic surgery on
right ear. Left ear is completely blown. 30 stitches in face. Broken jaw in 2

Nose broken

places. Dislocated labrium on right shoulder. Broke both bones in right forearm.

bicep reattached. Was told would never straighten arm again.
Broke every finger except thumbs and right index. Broke ring finger on left
hand 3 times. Broke 2 high ribs on right-hand side. Left knee is completely
replaced with cadaver tendon, bone transplant and 2 screws. Right knee
is partly replaced with cadaver ACL, 2 pins and bone transplant. Had 2
bulging discs in lower back
Had left
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and still
looking
good
Story | Jason E. Ohlson
Photos | Eric Wagner

For two years in a row now, the UFC has come
to the Capital city and cashed in on the Midwest’s
love and respect for mixed martial arts. Much like
the gritty, smash-mouth style of football our region
is known for, the UFC leaves little room for showboating and pageantry; victory and respect are all
that matter. Midwestern athletics is known for leaving everything on the battlefield—dreams, pride,
sweat, blood and tears—so it makes perfect sense
that we’re drawn to the UFC. After all, what’s not
impressive about individuals who spend every waking
moment training for a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
to fight the world’s best martial artists in front of millions of people?
This year, C Magazine and the UFC partnered together to create a cover story unlike any other. We
were assigned a fighter, Jorge Gurgel of Cincinnati,
an established Brazilian Jujitsu black belt who fought
on the UFC 82 card. The UFC and Gurgel afforded
us full-access privileges before, during and after the
fight. As a bonus, we were given a private shoot
and interview with Anderson Silva, who also fought
on the UFC 82 card and defended his UFC Middleweight title against Pride FC Welterweight champion
Dan Henderson in a title unification bout. Since
Gurgel and Silva both hail from Brazil, we thought it
would be cool to have Gurgel interview Silva. The
resulting features are nothing less than killer.
Though both fighters won on March 1st, their most
impressive attribute resides in their courage to do the
job few throughout history would or could. They refuse to play the fool to their pillow. As a result, their
every day is a living dream.
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C Magazine: So your injuries would be the equivalent of a real
bad car crash?
Gurgel: Yeah, pretty much, just a little bit at a time. That’s the hardest part.
Being in great shape, you’re training so hard, and then you blow a knee out and
you have to wait a whole year. That’s why I feel like I have a lot of catching
up to do. It’s a whole year of letting the cadaver attach and getting your body
to absorb it and accept it. Going from physical therapy, to walking with the
crutches, to actually walking again, then going from walking to kicking,
punching, jumping, wrestling, you’re never gonna be the same again.
C Magazine: So when you look to the sky, what do you ask for?
Gurgel: All life does is try to kick you down and keep you there. Life is a fight,
man. I’ve never been the kind of guy who’s gonna sit down and mope around. I
don’t have the time for negativity anymore. I try to lead my team by example.
C Magazine: What’s your background?
Gurgel: I came here as an exchange student when I was 15 years old. I learned
a lot about myself, about American culture, about being independent, about
fighting for what you want. I learned the value and the difference in cultures,
that you earn your keep here. The whole year I spent as an exchange student
really opened my eyes to what I wanted to do with my life, and made me realize
that I didn’t want to depend on anybody anymore. When I went back to Brazil,
I took the college entrance exam and placed 31st out of the 35,000 students who
took the test for international business, and only the top 50 get scholarships. My
dream was to go back to the US.

“I look forward to
what’s coming my
way, and I don’t regret
any decisions I’ve ever
made in my career or
in my life, period.”

C Magazine: Did your parents ever give you advice?
Gurgel: When I told my parents I love jujitsu, they said they did not invest all
these hundreds of thousands of dollars in my education for me to speak three
languages, for me to live in the United States, learn other cultures and be at the
best college for international business in the northeast region for me to waste
my life bruising my neck and blowing out my ears and breaking my fingers and
replacing my knees. My dad would tell me that if I took all the hours I spent
at the gym lifting weights and practicing jujitsu and spent them studying, in
the future, those hours would turn into success, money and wealth. My master
plan was to apply for college in the U.S. That was the only way I would be
accepted back without a visa. Well, my parents told me if I was going back to
the States I’d have to apply to Wright State University, go to Ohio and share a
place with my brother. Go to the same school, take the same classes, share a
car. So I did.

Gurgel’s faith in himself
is equaled only by his
faith in God

Gurgel’s massive gym
located just outside of
Cincinnati, Ohio

Gurgel with best friend
and fellow UFC fighter
Rich Franklin

C Magazine: How’d that go?
Gurgel: It was very tough for the first two years that I lived here. Me and my
brother lived in the ghetto of Dayton and bussed tables in addition to school
for 12-13 hour days. I would go to school from 7:30 until about 1:30, go home
and change, go to work and bus tables until midnight and then go home and
do homework until 3 a.m. International students pay double tuition—you are
required to do so because of international taxes. A lot of times, my brother and
I had to make a choice between buying food or paying rent. We used to eat
leftovers from the restaurant from plates that looked clean enough. I’ve often
continued on pg 28
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Anderson Silva at the
Columbus Renaissance
Hotel two days before
defending his title

Interview with “The Spider”

Shortly after their UFC 82 victories, we arranged for Jorge Gurgel to enter Anderson Silva’s web and get
in a few shots with the current UFC middleweight champion.
Jorge Gurgel: Are you currently learning (or planning to learn) the English
language so you can communicate better with your ever-growing fan base?
Anderson Silva: Yes, I’ve been working hard on my English. I want my fans
in the United States to be able to understand what I say.
Gurgel: Anderson, in all of your UFC fights including the title defenses,
you’ve walked out untouched without even a black eye… it seems everyone
around you is moving in slow motion. Why do you think that is?
Silva: I train to do better in every fight.
Gurgel: You have always been a very humble, polite and soft-spoken
person. It seems your success has not changed you in any negative way. How
important is it to you to keep you personal values intact?
Silva: It’s normal to change, but we can’t forget about our origins. We all
have choices on how to face life.
Gurgel: If you were told you could not be a professional fighter anymore,
what would you do for a living?
Silva: I’ve done a lot of jobs. I’ve been a baker’s assistant and worked at a
deli. I don’t know what I would be doing, but I’m sure I would be working
with dignity.

Gurgel: If you only had one fight left in your career, who would your
opponent be?
Silva: My clone.
Gurgel: Describe a perfect day for Anderson Silva outside of fighting.
What you would do in the morning? What are your afternoon and nighttime
activities, and where would they take place?
Silva: I’m a normal person. I have breakfast, I train, have lunch and go back
home to play with my kids, and then I rest and train again. I also play video
games when I can.
Gurgel: Even though you are a champion now and are making well-deserved
money for yourself and your family, do you believe that the fighters in the
UFC are paid poorly?
Silva: I think the sport is growing fast and people are happy. But I think that it
will only get better.
Gurgel: When this is all over and your fight career comes to an end, what do
you want people to remember about you?
Silva: I would like to be remembered as a great fighter and as someone who
made a difference… as someone who added value to the sport.
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continued from pg 24

Gurgel’s gym trains an
army of athletes to fight
for their dreams

For some, the fight is
everything
said that if my parents knew that was going on,
they would have come here and made us go back
to Brazil.
C Magazine: So you are a second-degree black
belt, right?
Gurgel: As of this month, I’m a 2nd degree black
belt, yes. As a matter of fact, as a black belt, every
three years you get a stripe on your belt. It’s my 6th
anniversary as a black belt. It went by fast.
C Magazine: Give us a quick overview of your
business agenda.
Gurgel: It started like this... The first phone call
came from Huntington, West Virginia. A couple
guys heard of me, got together and wanted to start
an associate school of mine. I’ve never looked
for an associate school; every single one of them
looked for me. I started making trips to West
Virginia every month for 3 1/2 hours and came back

with like $300-400 for teaching a private seminar. I
couldn’t believe I made $400 in a weekend! I was
so happy. One thing led to another: another school
here, then Missouri, Wisconsin, Michigan and 5
more in Ohio.
C Magazine: So how many total now?
Gurgel: 13 total, with one in Nova Scotia, Canada.
We’re working on one in Munich, Germany next.
C Magazine: How many prospective students?
Gurgel: Around 600.
C Magazine: 600 students that are dedicated to
your program?
Gurgel: They are Jorge Gurgel Jujitsu Affiliates.
It’s called JG Jorge Gurgel Brazilian Jujitsu
Association. They are my team, they wear my
name and they fly my flag. Sometimes, I feel like
maybe I bit off a little more than I could chew,

since I’m pursuing a career to be the best fighter
I can be. At the same time, I’m running my own
business with 13-14 full-time instructors, a clothing
company within my gym and 13 schools that call
me for everything they need for seminars, for
advice, for shows.
C Magazine: You were on the TV show Ultimate
Fighter Season 2. Didn’t you blow your knee out
while you were fighting?
Gurgel: When the first show started, they had a
computer poll when they announced the cast for
season two and I was a 94% favorite to win that
whole show. It was very embarrassing for me. I
already knew the result and I knew I had lost. The
other 6% was split between the other 7 guys in my
weight class. Nobody knew that 3 weeks before
the show I completely blew my ACL kickboxing
with my coach.
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CAPITAL LIFE

FOLLOW
A FIGHTER
C Magazine got a
rare chance to follow
Jorge Gurgel from his
hotel arrival all the
way to the octagon.
This is a snapshot of
how it went down
the week of UFC 82.

Wednesday AM:
Gurgel arrives at
the Columbus
Renaissance Hotel

Wednesday PM:
Gurgel kicks back
watching movies in
his hotel room

Wednesday PM:
Gurgel gets ready
for scheduled Open
Workouts for Media

Thursday AM:
Gurgel runs with
teammates during
morning session

Thursday PM:
Grugel rounds out
the day training with
his teammates
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C Magazine: So your own coach blew your ACL?
Gurgel: It was the worst thing I ever felt. I kicked
him with my right leg and he blocked it and he
power kicked the leg I was standing on. I went
straight to get an MRI and my ACL was completely
torn. I bought a bunch of tape and I taped my knee
every practice. I actually did nothing, no wrestling,
no kickboxing. If you watch the TV series, they
show me going to the hospital and getting a lot of
blood and fluid out of my knee and I tried to play it
off like I was okay. And then I had to finally fight,
and I was still 100% convinced that I could win the
show with one knee. My knee completely buckled,
and I finished the fight to a split decision.
C Magazine: Going back, you’d take the time off
next time, wouldn’t you?
Gurgel: No, I have to fight. That’s what you don’t
understand. When I fought and I lost, I tried to
fight like I was a healthy person. It’s so weird how
life works. Two fights after that, while training in
Utah, I blew my right knee. I fought in the UFC
with that same injury twice. I’ve fought in the UFC
twice with one leg. Rich [Franklin] was absolutely
against it, said I was going to ruin my career. I
followed my instincts and I fought. So I won, and
now I’m the healthiest I’ve ever been in my life,
I’m the strongest, I’m the best I’ve ever been. I live
with no regrets. I don’t think people should live like
that. I look forward to what’s coming my way, and
I don’t regret any decisions I’ve ever made in my
career or in my life, period.
C Magazine: How long have you and Rich Franklin
been friends?
Gurgel: We’ve been best friends since 2000.
C Magazine: How did you guys meet?
Gurgel: He walked into my school once to learn
some jujitsu. Long story short, we hit it off from
that first day that we met. I finally had a steady
partner that was always there for me. It was really
the best thing to happen to me; it was one of the best
things, I’m sure, to happen for him. We found each
other; we found somebody who had the same work
ethic, the same dream, the same goals, the same goget attitude, instead of waiting for shit to just fall
into our lives.
C Magazine: What is the center of your faith?

Friday AM:
Gurgel begins
cutting weight for
afternoon weigh-ins

Friday PM:
Gurgel weighs-in
at the Nationwide
Arena looking fit

Gurgel: The center of my faith is that every single
person has a personal relationship with God. I have
my personal relationship with God. I believe in
God; I pray every day, numerous times. He’s the
only person that can judge me.
C Magazine: What is the biggest mistake most
often made by Americans?
Gurgel: Coming from a third world country and
living how I’ve lived and seeing what I’ve seen,
Americans take their lifestyle for granted. I think
that some Americans don’t understand the value of

“I like being
ADD. I get
more stuff done
being ADD.
The worst part
is that I get lost
everywhere
I go.”
being an American. This is the economic power of
the world. And if you have an idea and a good work
ethic, you’re gonna have a car and an apartment with
a heater on and air conditioning and a television. It
doesn’t matter if you deliver mail; it doesn’t matter
if you’re a garbage man. You’re gonna have a car,
you’re gonna take a vacation and you’re gonna
drink a beer on the weekends. In Brazil, a bank
manager doesn’t even have that kind of lifestyle.
So, I definitely think some Americans take their
lives and their lifestyle for granted.

Saturday AM:
Gurgel wakes rested
and feeling ready to
let the leather fly

Saturday AM:
Gurgel signs
autographs before
leaving for the Arena

C Magazine: So you’re an English major?
Gurgel: I have two degrees that allow me to teach
any level of English in Brazil.
C Magazine: Okay, you’ve admitted to having
ADD. Name some pros and cons with how it affects
what you do for a living.
Gurgel: It makes my job great. My stepfather is
actually one of the top psychiatrists in New York
City. He said, “Jorge, do you know that every
genius and overachiever in the whole world has
ADD?” I’m very hyper and I’m always going, and
I like it. My stepdad says, “For your line of work,
Jorge, having ADD is perfect.” Because I can talk to
people and move around and work out and run and
go from place to place for 24 hours straight. But
if you make me sit down in a classroom, be polite
and pay attention to a lecture for an hour, I will
go insane. My ass starts to cramp, I have anxiety
attacks, I cannot sit still and I cannot be quiet. I
speak first and I think second. I expect everybody
to be on my speed. I expect people around me to
move at the speed of business, to the speed that I
think, to the speed that I act, and if you’re not fast
enough for me, I will leave you behind. I like being
ADD. I get more stuff done being ADD. The worst
part is that I get lost everywhere I go. I get so into
Jorge
his gym inget
Cinci
the music in my car
thatatI repeatedly
lost going
from the gym to my house. From my school to my
house, I miss the exit at least once a week because
I’m listening to music. I can be in a place 30 times,
and every time I have to ask for directions again.
C Magazine: What don’t we know about you?
What’s your most embarrassing moment?
Gurgel: I don’t have one, but you need to know
I’m a fashion icon.
C Magazine: What are your three biggest vices?
Gurgel: Brandy, my girlfriend, would say work, the
gym and training. Fashion definitely. Everybody
makes fun of me.
C Magazine: Tell me the greatest things in life.
Gurgel: Health and being healthy is number one.
Sunny days and the ocean put me in a good mood.
A Bentley Continental fits in there somewhere, too.

Saturday PM:
Gurgel enters
the octagon and
unleashes a storm
on John Halverson

Saturday Ends:
UFC announcer Joe
Rogan confirms
Gurgel’s victory by
unanimous decision
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The
Fare
c how to dine

Putting the East in Easton

Story | John Davis
Photography | Eric Wagner

Kobe Japanese Steakhouse

Y

3884 Morse Rd. (614) 428-8880

ou know what’s great
about Columbus? Yeah:
Comfest, the zoo, the
Buckeyes, Wexner center, pizza
cut in squares, Franklin Park
Conservatory, Olentangy Indian
Caverns, 24-hour bowling and
fried bologna sandwiches. But,
what’s really great about Columbus
is the fact that you can’t swing
a cat without hitting a Japanese
steakhouse. It has to be the only
place in the world with a citizen to
Japanese steakhouse ratio of 10:1.
It’s obvious why there are so
many Japanese steak restaurants
in Columbus: people love to throw
food. They love to watch other
people throw food. They even
love to watch other people watch
people throw food. That results in
about three levels of entertainment,
all of which are on full display
by the artisan grillsmen at Kobe,
Columbus’ newest Japanese
steakhouse restaurant.

The cultural genealogy of the
phenomenon is still unclear, but
it is true that Americans love
running water in and around the
areas in which they eat East Asian
foods. Kobe has slick, modern
fountains sprinkled throughout the
décor. Behind the maitre’d stands
a sheet of running water, the base
of which is gently and perpetually
churned to a gentle roil. The
sound of moving water blends with
mid-volume house music, which
is actually House music, and the
stage is set for the unique blend
of movie-like zen-peace-andtranquility and noisy chaos that
is Japanese steakhouse dining in
Columbus, Ohio.
The tables are the grills are the
tables, just like it should be at a
Japanese steak place. Actually,
every two tables are placed grillside in, so that the seating areas
bracket the chef/performers as they
toss shrimp tails into each other’s
shirt pockets, juggle eggs on

spatulas and build onion volcanoes
that spew soy-ginger lava all over
sizzling squash and zucchini.
Newcomers are seated at
unmanned grill-tables and given
a chance to get situated and to
beverage up. Kobe has a domestic
Nigori Unfiltered Sake that makes
a sensational accompaniment to
most of Kobe’s appetizer and sushi
menus. Once shaken, the demisec rice wine has a rich creamy
softness that begs for the briny
freshness of good raw fish. It will,
however, work equally as well with
the warm, crispy calamari, which
is cut into onion-ring sized hoops,
and it pairs with the Butterfish
(miso-marinated Black Cod) as
though the guy who invented fish,
rice and wine created all three for
just this purpose.
The raw fish in question is, of
course, sushi. Kobe has exampled
some of the freshest available
fish in its wide array of sushi and

sashimi. The Kobe special roll
itself contains at least five different
kinds of soft, sweet, briny seacreature wrapped carefully around
a traditional Nori-roll. It is truly
astounding that Kobe offers such
a creation at such a low pricepoint, as it is with their entire sushi
menu. The only explanation for
such a phenomenon is that Kobe is
running a constant loss-leader by
even offering sushi at all. Thereby,
Kobe is really performing a public
service by offering the highest
quality fresh, raw fish to consumers
at the same price they could expect
to pay for frozen, processed fish
elsewhere. If Kobe didn’t have
a bar (governed, of course, by
state regulations that afford them
extraordinary profit margins), there
likely wouldn’t be any room for
them to offer such a high quality
delicacy as their sushi. But, thank
goodness, they’ve got bar that’s
ready and willing to pour the best
to the best, no matter what his or
her fancy may be—at Easton, that
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THE FARE

is a must.
When the first round of plates
is cleared from the stage, the
entertainment begins in earnest.
The server wheels a cart to the
table, laden with fresh veggies,
liquor and squirty bottles, steaks,
lobsters, scallops, chickens and
crocks of many-colored sauces.
Soon after, a young man in chefwear follows. He meticulously
checks knives for sharpness, while
he tosses spatulas from hand to
hand and bounces everything off
the hot surface of the flat-top grill.
It’s noisy, spectacular and probably
dangerous for the chef…
good times!
A raucous sizzle demands the
attention of every diner flanking
the grill as the chef primes the
surface with oil and rinses it with
water. Then, the show begins.

Nimbly the meats and seafood are
cut into bite-sized pieces as they
begin to cook in front of eager
diners. The egg for the fried rice
must be tossed from flat spatula to
atop the chef’s hat to the back his
hand before it is broken, mid-air,
by the blade of the same spatula
that once cradled it. Then, as
it morphs from gooey to solid,
the chef blends the egg and the
frying rice while simultaneously
deconstructing the strips of fresh
vegetables into tiny cubes, turning
the steak so it cooks to an even
medium (or however the particular
diner prefers) and constructing
a 1:6000 scale replica of Mt.
Vesuvius from fresh Vidalia
onion segments.
Once the entrees have been
juggled, tossed and balanced in
every imaginable way, they are
served, literally, hot off the grill.

Each diner then gets a generous
heap of the rice and bite-sized cuts
of meat. The squash, onion (which
has been rendered from volcano
to chunks) and zucchini act as a
side, while a mound of flash-grilled
mung bean sprouts serves as the
garnish. Everything tastes better
when dipped in either or both
of the sauces that the chef will
eagerly replenish at the slightest
indication either might be running
out. The white sauce is a blend of
rice wine vinegar, sour cream and a
proprietary blend of secret spices.
It coats the proteins and veggies
and saturates the rice with a sweet,
creamy tang. The brown sauce
is sticky and stays to the outside
of everything while it imparts
the familiar soy-based flavors
every red-blooded American
associates with the pan-Asian
paradigm. Both sauces together
create a wonderfully confounding

onslaught of deliciousness.
A few minutes repose will be
necessary for even the most
skilled and seasoned eaters, since
the cuisine at Kobe demands to
be eaten in its entirety. Actually,
it strongly suggests that diners
consume it in its entirety. Those
with very strong will power
could potentially stop themselves
from devouring every last morsel
placed in front of them, but it
would require every ounce of selfrestraint a diner can muster. So, as
unlikely as it is that there will be
room for dessert, Kobe has a giant,
moist chocolate layer cake that
both finishes the meal off perfectly
and reiterates that, as Japanese
as the meal seemed, the Japanese
steak restaurant is a uniquely
American experience.
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Homework
c how to live

Living in the Future
Powell, Ohio

I

t’s been said countless times that
“Home is where the heart is.” And
while the sentiment is no doubt a
favorite of greeting card companies
and mothers everywhere, it’s probably
more accurate to say that home is
where the comfort is.
It’s not surprising that being
surrounded in comfort means different
things to different people. For every
person who prefers luxurious fabrics
and high-end finishes, there’s another
who prefers soothing colors and the
aesthetic achieved by walls filled
with artwork. But regardless of
personal preferences, the idea of what
constitutes comfort in present day
2008 (and really at any point in time)
is intrinsically linked to technology.
After all, what is a home if not a
reflection of society’s standard of
comfort? For the most part, there isn’t
a household in America purposely
going without electricity and indoor
plumbing. The 19th century saw the
invention of refrigerators, telephones,
dishwashers, ceiling fans and radios,

Every shower in the master bathroom becomes an
ultimate spa experience.

Story | Michael Scott
Photography | Eric Wagner

all of which have been standards for
years. The 20th century introduced
air conditioning, washing machines,
televisions, microwaves, personal
computers, Internet connections and
digital video recorders (DVR)… all
of which you’d expect to find in the
majority of homes populating your
neighborhood.
With that in mind, this month C
Magazine had the opportunity to get a
glimpse at the technological horizon.
Not only were we awestruck and
impressed by what we saw, but we
recommend that if the words “home
automation” haven’t entered your
consciousness yet, make a note of
today’s date. Someday, in the not too
distant future, your grandkids (and
perhaps even your kids) will stare at
you in disbelief when they learn there
was a time when homes ran without it.
By way of definition, home
automation is the process of
integrating your home’s lighting,
energy, temperature, security and
home entertainment in a way that

The home theatre is virtually soundproof with a
plethora of multi-media options.
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AVENUE

ONE

Check out what
comes standard
for under $200,000

AVENUE

ONE

Check out what
comes standard
for under $200,000

• Granite Counters

• Granite Counters

• Hardwood, Ceramic Floors

• Hardwood, Ceramic Floors

• Private Balconies

• Private Balconies

• Terrace with Skyline View

• Terrace with Skyline View

• Secure Parking Garage

• Secure Parking Garage

• Stainless Steel Appliances

• Stainless Steel Appliances

• Washer and Dryer

• Washer and Dryer

• 1.5% Below Market

• 1.5% Below Market

Rate Financing*

Rate Financing*

• Walk to Short North, OSU,

• Walk to Short North, OSU,

Arena District, Downtown

Arena District, Downtown

No Condo

Model Open

Fees for

431 W. First Avenue
Sunday 2-4 pm

6 Months**

No Condo

Model Open

Fees for

431 W. First Avenue
Sunday 2-4 pm

6 Months**

avenueonelofts.com

avenueonelofts.com

………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………

Bruce Dooley, CRS
Bradley Weatherford, CRS
dooleyco.comŇ614.297.8600

DOOLEY
&
COMPANY
R E A L T O R S

*Up to 1.5% below the FNMA 30-year fixed rate mortgage as quoted by National
City Mortgage at time of rate lock-in. Rate may vary depending upon factors
such as down payment and lock term. Zero down payment options available.
**No condo fees for 6 months if in contract by March 31, 2008.
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HOMEWORK
This luxurious bathroom is temperature-controlled with heated floors.

makes your house easier to live in and
more of a joy to use. It should come
as no surprise then that it cuts energy
costs, lowers electric bills, and makes
homes more efficient. Because there’s
some planning and creativity needed in
the process, it takes a custom electronic
professional like John Scott of Digital
Home Designs (DHD) to make projects
like the one showcased here a success.
“You’d be amazed at what your home
can do,” said Scott. “It used to be that
anything affordable didn’t work well.
Now, we can do just about anything the
customer dreams up.”

Guests can enjoy a friendly game of pool while watching any of the 400 movies in the Control 4 DVD changer.

A quick tour around this house shows
that he isn’t kidding. With the touch of
a button, Scott can make the system’s
menu appear in any room with a
television. He can then make any
number of decisions… maybe he wants
to change the temperature on the 2nd
floor, or play music in certain rooms
of the house (and even outside), or
even turn on the basement’s fireplace.
With the press of another button, he
can even access the home’s 400-disc
DVD changer and watch a movie on
any screen of his choice. He further
demonstrates how the home’s interior
lights are programmed to burn at 75%
intensity during the day, and then dim
to 50% at sunset as less light is needed.
When the house is in “goodnight
mode,” the 2nd floor heats up to a
pre-set desired temperature while the
heat goes off on the 1st floor and in
the basement. Scott also programs
motion sensors and the external audio

equipment to give potential burglars
a verbal warning that the house is
protected. Should the alarm actually be
triggered, external lights flash and all
interior lights go on.
And while the television menus
are handy, DHD also incorporates
Control4-brand touch screens, light
switches and thermostat products so
that the system can be manipulated on
the spot in every room. The Control4
brand is championed because their
products are easy-to-use and designed
with retrofitting in mind (older,
pre-existing wiring will work with
new system). In fact, what’s most
impressive is that the entire system is
controlled by one remote. “People buy
complicated surround sound systems all
the time and then never use them,” said
Scott, “or sometimes a family has a
really complicated remote and only one
person is allowed to touch it. Home
automation solves all those problems.”
Considering the sophistication of the
system, many buyers ultimately have
price concerns. Therefore, it should
be noted that homeowners typically
spend between $1,000 and $25,000,
not including electronics. And because
many people don’t recognize the
system’s true possibilities until after
they have it installed, customers are
usually encouraged to start small and
upgrade over time. “I see the same
pattern time and time again,” said Scott.
“Seeing is believing, but experiencing
will truly convert you.”
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Drop
Point
c’ners
Classics

Never Die
During the weekend of March
2nd, our fair city hosted the 20th
anniversary of the Arnold Classic.
Co-produced by California
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger
and James Lorimer, 17,000 athletes
and more than 150,000 fans were on
hand to celebrate what has become
the world’s largest multi-sport
fitness weekend.

Dance ‘Til

Dawn
The Charity After-Bash V Mega
Party, presented by Jason Dhir,
was held at the Bar of Modern
Art (BoMA) on Saturday, March
1st. The event was hosted by Mark
“The Hammer” Coleman and UFC
Superstar Shonie Carter among
others, and went on until 6AM the
following morning.

C

The

Fashion

On Friday, March 14th, C Magazine
and Spice Bar & Lounge hosted
Boutique, the first in a series of
weekly events celebrating the city’s
finest fashion retailers. Participating
boutiques used the party as an
opportunity to celebrate their current
collections, with several models on
hand dressed to showcase the best of
the best.
40 C The Columbus Magazine AUTOMOTIVE ColumbusMag.com
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DROP POINT

A Night
To Remember
The return of the Ultimate Fighting
Championships to Columbus coincided with the
first annual “Night to Remember” fundraiser
to benefit the Ray Mendoza Leadership Fund.  
Mendoza, who was a runner-up at Heavyweight
for Ohio State at the 1993 Big Ten Wrestling
Championships, was killed in action in
November 2005 while leading a fourteen day
mission on the Syrian border in northern Iraq.
The event included a live/silent auction and
took place at Park Street Patio & Sugar Bar.

Two Warriors
One Night
The UFC weekend culminated with a not-to-bemissed, high-energy Zantrex-3 Insta Shot and
PEMG party with Dan Henderson at Sugar Bar
(www.sugar-bar.net) on Sunday night. Special
appearances included professional boxer Zab
Judah, Batista, Kevin Randleman, Sukoudjou
“The Predator” and a live performance by
Chingy. The official Dan Henderson After Party
started at 9pm and went until security had to
force the partygoers to leave.
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Drop
Point
c’ners

Fight
For Your Right

To Party

Rich Franklin’s Official After
Classic Party was held Friday,
February 29th at Mynt Ultra
Lounge. While several American
Fighters were on hand all
night, signing autographs and
taking pictures, the evening
was highlighted by a special
appearance by Bruce Buffer.

Balletmet is
Stayin’ Alive
The Dance with the Dancers Disco
Party, a night of food, drinks and
dancing, was held on Saturday,
March 1st at Germain MercedesBenz of Easton. As a celebration
of BalletMet’s 30th anniversary
season, the groovy party included
music from DJ Mark Dantzer,
an open bar featuring Harvey
Wallbanger-tinis, and hors
d’oeuvres and desserts by Cameron
Mitchell Catering.

A Capital Snapshot

One Reel
Good Time

On Thursday, March
13th, Mayor Michael B.
Coleman recapped the
past year and laid out
his upcoming agenda
at the 2008 State of
the City Address. The
speech took place at the
Lifestyles Community
Pavilion, and was
followed by a reception
immediately afterward.

For the past 32 years, the Cleveland
International Film Festival has been
the premier film event in Ohio. This
year’s festival showcased 290 films
from 60 countries, and was held
March 6th-16th at Tower City Cinemas
in downtown Cleveland. On Monday
February 25th, the official Columbus
preview party was held at the Arena
Grand Theatre in downtown. Local
film lovers enjoyed free food, a cash
bar, and drawings for festival-related
prizes including a pair of all access
passes and an overnight stay at
Cleveland’s Ritz-Carlton.
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Tanning & Hair Salon
1589 N. High Street
614.299.5260
in the South Campus Gateway

We’re serious about sexy

High speed beds, hair salon, waxing, scalp massages, and so much more.
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1971 Hemi Cuda

Ride 23
c how they ride

Owner: Barry Boyles

Photography | Eric Wagner

I

’ve had a passion for cars all my life. In fact, I’ve had over
30 years of regular contact with names like Bricklin, Ferrari,
Pantera, and Corvette—all with the blessing of my loving
wife Judi, who has been kind enough to put up with my incurable
addiction to classic cars.
I’ve been a Camaro and Chevelle lover ever since I first found
Mopars nearly 18 years ago. The Hemi Cuda is the most desirable
classic car today, especially the 1970 and 1971 Hemi E Bodies. If
I won the lottery today, I’d spend my winnings on 1970-1971 E
Body Mopars, specifically 440 six packs and Hemi Cudas. My
favorite Mopars are 1971 Hemi Cudas.
Over the last 15 years, I’ve been lucky enough to trade, buy and
find twelve 1970 and 1971 Cudas. I’ve gone after cars with 4
speeds and a variety of colors. They all must have documentation,
body sheets and window stickers and must be #2 cars.
The best of these E bodies was just acquired from Greg Nelson, a
friend collector in Minnesota, Gregg Nelson. This car is known
among Mopar collectors as the “Holy Grail.” The “sassy grass
green” color signals it as 1 of 3 made in 1971 and is ranked as
the #1 1971 Hemi Cuda. There were only 108 hard tops and 11
convertible Hemi Cudas built in 1971 and only 80 have been
found, making them one of the rarest collectible cars to date.
The quality of this car’s restoration is the best there is, as it was
done by Resto Rick, one of the top restorers in the country. The
biggest asset this car has is it’s loaded with every option that was
available in 1971.
While my collection was great before, I consider myself the
luckiest guy in the world to own the “Holy Grail.” To own a
’71 Hemi Cuda of all the collectible cars is really beyond my
imagination. To this I owe my collection to two people: Dave
Thomas of Wendy’s and my loving wife Judi – to them both I’m
truly grateful.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Major Features
Sassy Grass Green (1 of 3 in this color)
426 Hemi
4-speed transition
elastomeric bumper
354 Dana Track Pack
Ralleye instrument cluster
Power brakes
Console
6 way adjustable
spoiler
power windows
AM/FM radio with cassette
Sport stripes
Window defogger
Highest optioned 7 Cuda produced
1 of 108 hard tops produced in 1971
Only 80 known to exist
ColumbusMag.com
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Wheels are the easiest way to drastically change the attitude of your car. All car
guys know it’s right up there with adding a supercharger. Wheels can make your
car sleeker, sexier and carve the corners like you wouldn’t think possible, and when
done right, wheels can actually increase the value of your car.
Let The Round House transform your Mini to muscular, turn your G-wagon to Gmoney, and make your Murcielago…well, mint. With our fully interactive wheel selection program, you can actually see what your car will look like with your chosen
mods. The Round House also offers full service wheel re-furbishing, straightening,
chroming and custom powder-coating through Wheel Medic, Inc.
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Good food is
no laughing
matter.

471-5653
145 Easton Town Center
www.columbusfunnybone.com
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Beyond 270
c past the belt

Smoking
Gun
Bullet Jones
Bullet Jones sounds like the moniker a veteran bluesman who belts
out lyrics while pounding out grizzly chords on a guitar named Betsy.
It could bring to mind a legendary gunslinger of the Wild West with
a raw, aggressive attitude and reputation that would make even the
toughest flinch.
Who knew that it would take four guys from Columbus to bring these
qualities together musically? “People always try to push us into a
certain category of rock,” says Ryan Cox, lead singer and guitarplayer. “We always just say that we are straight up rock ‘n roll.”
The current incarnation of Bullet Jones came together about a year
and a half ago when Cox, lead guitarist Lee Neuzil and bass player
John Allen decided to bring drummer Matt Marcum into the fold.
The band’s blues roots naturally integrated into the straight out rock
they knew and loved, making the meaningful and powerful blended

Story | Cary Smith
Photography | Eric Wagner

sound they’re known for playing now. “It was really hard to find
bands that we could play with when we first started,” says Cox. “We
would be sandwiched in-between two metal bands on a bill and it
would be just awkward.”
After playing venues up and down High Street weekend after
weekend, the group decided to play fewer shows, but make each
show an experience not easily denied or forgotten. Hence, their
latest show at BoMA had a circus theme, complete with stilt-walkers,
circus midgets and women painted up to look like tigers. “We try to
promote ourselves any way we possibly can,” says Marcum. “We
bought an old ambulance and painted it up. We call it our Jambulence. We cruise around and spread the music of Bullet Jones.”
For more information on Bullet Jones, check out
www.bulletjones.com
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Final
Word
c who’s who

Fully Loaded
Greg Nelson

Once a month, C Magazine interviews a prominent Columbus figure to
discuss what makes them tick. This month, we met up with standout
gentleman Greg Nelson, owner of Nelson Auto Group.
C Magazine: What one thing do you believe is your greatest
achievement?
Nelson: I guess my success. When you look at it, I started in 1981 with
a $15,000 loan from my father. I bought two cars with that, and my
first annual sales were like $120,000. I think I could do $100 million in
sales this year. After 28 years, I think I’ve worked real hard, and I’ve
proven myself, and I’ve done it with dignity and respect for people.
C Magazine: What would have been your other career choice?
Nelson: I suppose my second passion is aviation, so I would probably
own an airplane brokerage business.
C Magazine: Your biggest pet peeve?
Nelson: I am a perfectionist, so just the littlest things set me off.
Everything has a place, and I like everything to be just the way it’s
supposed to be.
ColumbusMag.com LOVE C The Columbus Magazine 64

Interview | Jason E. Ohlson
Photography | Eric Wagner

C Magazine: You get to choose the next law, what is it?
Nelson: Banning seat belt use for people who hold a motorcycle
endorsement. If I’m allowed to get on a motorcycle with absolutely no
protection around me, including my head, why can’t I get into a 4000
lb. car, with steel all the way around me, without wearing a seatbelt?
C Magazine: What extravagances do you regularly afford yourself?
Nelson: My jet plane.
C Magazine: How hard is it to repo a lambo?
Nelson: We never have.
C Magazine: You can have a drink with anyone in history. Name the
person and the drink.
Nelson: Boy that’s complicated, because you think sometimes you’d
like to have a drink with someone like Hitler. What the hell was he
thinking? That would be interesting. I think Kennedy was probably a
great guy; I wouldn’t mind talking to him.
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